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1 Introduction
Within traditional areas of focus in linguistics, the long discussed arbitrariness of
the linguistic sign (Saussure 1916) highlights the independence of many linguistic
forms from their meaning, such as the fact that the form of the English word cat
has no particular relationship to any concept of a cat. Put another way, the rela-
tionship between the word cat and the concept of a cat is entirely by convention,
thus arbitary. Arbitariness is often contrasted with iconicity, in which forms bear
some relation to their meanings. Examples of iconic linguistic forms come in all
modalities including both spoken languages and sign languages, such as the Amer-

ican Sign Language (ASL) word ‘cat’1 which follows the shape of a cat’s
whiskers, English onomatopeia like meow that sound somewhat like the sounds a
cat makes, or an English speaker’s or ASL signer’s gesture of patting a cat that
co-occurs with either speaking or signing, all of which involve an expressive form
used as part of language, having some non-arbitrary relationship to its meaning.

Although there is recent interest in the extent of iconicity/non-arbitrariness among
words across the world’s spoken languages (Blasi et al. 2016, Winter & Perlman
2021) and a surge of research on both iconic and noniconic aspects of sign lan-
guages and gesture (see Goldin-Meadow & Brentari 2017 and replies for overview),
there is largely a lack of consideration for the role that iconicity plays in compos-
ing sentence meaning and interacting with the logical structure of language. For
example, if a form A is iconic, and composes with form B, is the iconicity in the
resemblance of a form to its meaning interpreted as part of the composite expres-
sion (A + B), or is it ignored in the interpretation of the composite? How is it
affected by logical/functional operators in language like negation (not), disjunction
(or), questions (does...?) etc?

Within cognitive linguistic and psycholinguistic approaches, it is often assumed
that iconicity is a mechanism for adding meaning/ content, for example via concep-
tual structure-mapping (Emmorey 2014). Work on iconicity in cognitive linguistics
includes many rich observations on how iconicity can both support (Taub 2001) and
constrain (Meir 2010) non-compositional meaning like metaphors, in general plac-
ing more focus on meaning via iconicity than on meaning via function composition.
In contrast, formal semantic approaches foreground semantic compositionality, but
mostly ignore iconicity. One line of formal semantic research that does engage with

1This image and all other images of single lexical signs from American Sign Language are from
the ASL Sign Bank, (Hochgesang et al. 2020)



the question of iconic content and compositionality focuses on co-speech gestures,
and finds that they differ in their compositional properties from (arbitrary) spoken
words, such as their interaction with spoken language negation (Ebert & Ebert 2016,
Tieu et al. 2017). Formal explanations have generally focused on the issue of ges-
ture and speech existing in separate modalities (Schlenker et al. 2013, Schlenker
2018a, Tieu et al. 2019), attributing differences in composition to the mis-match
between the spoken and visual language modality for co-speech gestures and not
on the fact that the gestures are iconic. Esipova (2019), in contrast, argues that the
distinction stems from structural considerations, not modality ones, and in fact is
quite compatible with the approach taken here, but also does not take iconicity to
be a driving factor in these different structural arrangements. Despite differences,
all of these formal semantic approaches to gesture in spoken languages work under
the assumption that the iconicity of the gestural content has the same potential for
compositionality as non-iconic content, and in fact treat iconic meaning in gestures
within the same kind of formal system used for non-iconic words in the language
(Schlenker 2021). Outside of gesture, in related formal semantic work on sign lan-
guages the question of iconicity and compositionality has arisen in such varied areas
as verb forms (Strickland et al. 2015, Kuhn & Aristodemo 2017), adjectives (Aris-
todemo & Geraci 2018), and anaphora (Kuhn 2020), and the approach has generally
been to take iconicity as an advantageous property of the visual modality that al-
lows us to see compositional structure that is present but might be hidden in spoken
languages. The assumption again is that the structure in (more iconic) sign and (less
iconic) speech is generally the same. Thus we see that in many different approaches
to iconicity and sentence meaning, iconic content is often assumed to have similar
compositional properties as non-iconic content, often without questioning the role
that iconicity itself could play in constraining composition.

The goal of this short paper is to provide some insights into the question of
iconic compositionality from a semiotic perspective by dividing iconic content by
what it requires to be interpreted, directly following work on depiction in semi-
otics and psychology (Clark 2016, Dingemanse et al. 2015, Dingemanse & Akita
2017, Ferrara & Hodge 2018, Kita 1997), consistent with a wide spectrum of philo-
sophical approaches to depiction that separate its interpretation from the kind of
interpretation required by symbolic compositional language (Fodor 2007, Burge
2018). Following in the footsteps of these psycho-semiotic foundations, we will
divide iconic language into two categories. On the one hand, there are iconic
form-meaning pairings which are symbols that derive meaning via convention:
these include onomatopeia like chirp in English, expressive sensory ideophones
like gelegele ‘shiny’ in Siwu (Dingemanse 2019) or gorogoro ’heavy rolling ob-
ject’ in Japanese (Kita 1997), emblems that build on metaphors like the thumbs

up gesture for ‘good’, and visually iconic signs like ‘cat’ in ASL. We can
categorize all of these forms as having lexical/descriptive iconicity: the forms are
not entirely arbitrary, since we can identify how aspects of the form relate to their
meaning, but their meaning is not derived from the form but rather from this con-
ventionalized form-meaning pairing (the stored lexicon), and so it has the potential
to be represented by an entirely arbitrary symbol. For example, the ASL word and



Iconicity in the lexicon Depictive iconicity

(Some) lexical signs: INFORM in ASL (Some) size gestures: This huge tail
Classifier handshapes in ASL: Classifier movements, locations in ASL:

‘vehicle’ ‘vehicles like this’
Ideophones in Siwu: Siwu ideophone w/depiction:

gelegele ‘shiny’ gelegele-gelegelegelegelegele
Onomatopeia: “Expressive" onomatopeia:

Margola chirped in her cage. Margola went “chiiirrrrp!"
Categorical gestures: Quotations: Alexis was like, “No, David!”

Table 1: Lexical/descriptive iconicity vs. depictive iconicity
the English word for ‘cat’ each pick out the same concept; this mapping has to be
stored conventionally, and could have been mapped differently, given the differ-
ent words for ‘cat’ across both sign and spoken languages of the world, and their
sometimes arbitrary nature (e.g. English cat). Similarly, gelegele and shiny might
be iconic in having some non-arbitrary aspects of their form (perhaps they seem
related to light, for example), but as symbols they contribute a basic meaning via a
conventionalized form-meaning mapping.

Iconicity within the symbolic lexicon contrasts with depictive iconicity that
need not express stable or abstract concepts and thus could not be expressed equally
as well by an arbitrary symbol, and instead must be interpreted not via the lexicon
(form-meaning conventionalized mappings) but instead via a non-symbolic percep-
tual mapping of the same sort used to interpret images. Consider, for example, that
a painting or a photograph of a cat contributes its meaning through resemblance
of looking like a cat. Note that an image is necessarily of a particular cat (in a
particular pose, etc) whereas a symbol need not commit to any particular instanti-
ation of the cat kind or concept. In short, depiction involves showing, not telling.
As Hodge & Ferrara (2022) note, depiction can accompany descriptive language in
both spoken and signed languages, thus it seems possible to talk about “depictive
language” as depictions occuring while using language, which can be more and less
integrated into a linguistic utterance. Depictive iconicity includes modifications of
onomoatopeia and ideophones to mimic a particular sound or perceptual experi-
ence, gestures that depict/show a particular size, depictive verbs in sign languages
which illustrate a particular arrangement, and even quotation-like demonstrations
that depict another’s actions, attitudes, or speech (Clark & Gerrig 1990, Davidson
2015), all of which are understood as providing meaning by showing. The inter-
locutor understands depictions through their own perceptual experiences of what a
particular object or event might have looked like, felt like, sounded like, etc.

Descriptive/lexical iconicity involves conventionalized forms mapping to dis-
crete meanings (or an area/network of meetings, when we consider polysemy) in
some kind of stored lexicon; depictive iconicity involves neither, and instead mean-
ing derives from mapping a form directly to a particular pictoral/sensorial represen-
tation. In many areas of lingustics these have both been categorized as “iconicity",
and this conflation seems to have been a source of confusion in both cognitive and



formal approaches. Here we take this semiotic distinction as potentially crucial
to understanding the role of iconicity in compositionality. Table 1 provides sev-
eral contrastive examples: the first column involves forms that bear some relation
to their meaning, i.e. they are not entirely arbitrary, but also must be stored in a
lexicon and are interpreted as abstract symbols. In the right column are cases of
iconic depiction in language, which are not interpreted merely as symbolic but nec-
essarily involve understanding depictions. Notice that there are many cases where
(descriptively iconic) symbols from the left column (e.g. classifier handshapes in
sign languages, ideophones or onomatopeia in spoken languages) are especially
natural starting bases for further using language depictively; see discussion of this
point especially in Dingemanse 2015.

2 Depiction and compositionality
We can build upon this distinction between lexical/descriptive iconicity and depic-
tive iconicity to more carefully pose our original question: how should we think
about the contributions of iconic language from the perspective of compositional
semantics? For lexical/descriptive iconicity, the answer appears quite obvious:
these are symbols that contribute their meaning just like non-iconic words do. For

example, the ASL words ‘cat’, or ‘inform’ (which is iconic, in that
it shows information coming out of the head) and the English words cat or inform

(which do not have much obvious iconicity) are all symbols. The symbols
and cat have the same compositional contribution: λx.cat(x) (a function that re-

turns true for entities that are cats).; similarly, the symbols inform and have
the same compositional contribution: λv.inform(v) (a function that returns true for
informing events). Although some are motivated in their form, all of these signs
are ultimately abstract symbols, and compose just like other abstract symbols. We
see the same thing in onomatopeias like chirp or knock, which similarly are also
abstract symbols (i.e. chirp contributes the function that returns true for chirping
events, λv.chirp(v)), even if they are (descriptively/lexically) iconic in the sense
that they are motivated in form and can be quite easily used to support depictions.

While the compositional contributions of lexically/descriptively iconic words
are straighforward, it is a wide open question how to think about depictive iconic-
ity with regard to compositional semantics. On the one hand, why and how would
a picture compose with language? If we were looking at a children’s storybook that
contained text and pictures, we wouldn’t typically view the job of the formal seman-
ticist (or syntactician, or any linguist) to understand how the pictures compose with
the text. On the other hand, there has been a recent flourishing of interesting work
on precisely this, how to understand pictures alone or pictures accompanying text,
by cognitive scientists using the tools of formal semantics that were designed for



natural language. For example, Abusch (2012) and Abusch & Rooth (2022) apply
a formal approach to the analysis of narrative picture sequences, Cohn (2012) sim-
ilarly considers the semantic structure of comic sequences, and Greenberg (2021)
applies the notion of entailment that we see in formal semantics to a broad range
of pictures. These seem to counter the seemingly default view that pictures fall
outside the domain of formal linguistic analysis; applying formal semantic tools to
them can be thought of as part of a larger investigation into applying the tools of
semantics to domains beyond language (Schlenker 2018b). Thus, how we handle
depictive iconicity becomes an important question: do iconic depictions compose
(or not) with symbolic structures in language, and if so, how?

As we noted above, much work that investigates compositionality and iconicity
takes place within gesture or sign languages, categories defined by their modality,
not semiotic distinctions: iconic gestures can involve lexical iconicity and depictive
iconicity, and similarly, sign languages involve both lexical iconicity and depictive
iconicity. The goal of the current work is to gain some additional insight, then,
beyond previous studies looking at linguistic iconicity and composition, by care-
fully focusing on depictive iconicity, where the stakes are most interesting. Section
3 presents two short quantitative studies investigating the composition of depic-
tive language in written English, a language and modality not typically associated
with iconicity. Section 4 presents a proposal based on this data and existing data
in the literature, arguing that depictions cannot participate in the construction of
alternatives, necessary for composition in many functional areas of the grammar
like questions, negations, disjunction, etc. Section 5 applies the proposal to depic-
tions in other domains including Japanese ideophones and depictive classifiers in
American Sign Language, as well as English onomatopeia. Section 6 concludes.

3 Naturalness ratings
3.1 Methodology and design
This section describes two short experiments in English to test the hypothesis that
iconic language, especially iconic depictions, do not compose with logical opera-
tors in the same way as symbolic language. The goal is to understand compositional
reflexes of this semiotic distinction. We will focus on the behavior of symbolic lan-
guage vs. depictions under negation, since negation is in some sense the simplest
logical operator, and every human language in the world seems to have a symbolic
means of expressing negation. Negation has also been a domain in which compo-
sitional differences have been reported between (sometimes depictive) co-speech
gestures and words with seemingly similar content in spoken languages. The goal
will be to compare depictions and symbols in the context of positive and negative
versions of the same logical structure, for example, contrasting the way that de-
pictive vs. symbolic languge composes with positive adverbials (e.g. always) vs.
adverbials that express negation (e.g. never), with the hypothesis that depictions
may be less natural than symbolic content in a negative context.

The methodological approach taken here in some sense “a little bit experimen-
tal” (Davidson 2020). Instead of hiding the contrast of interest among many fillers,
we highlight the contrast by presenting participants with only ten total target sen-



Figure 1: Screenshot of training trials
tences simultaneously, an effective tactic in in previous work in experimental se-
mantics (Marty et al. 2020). Participants, recruited via Prolific Academic, were
asked to help teach an “alien from another planet” to blend in among speakers in
the participant’s community. For the alien’s sake, participants were asked to rate
sentences on a slider bar from “Very unnatural, I can’t imagine anyone saying it
like this.” to “Very natural, I could imagine myself or someone else saying it like
this.” The goal with this phrasing was to broaden the typical notion of acceptabil-
ity, which might be difficulty to judge while incorporating depictions, to a task of
“naturalness”, motivated by the kind of language teaching tasks often used to elicit
acceptability judgments by children in language acquisition research. Each mini
study involved training with three example sentences (the same for each study): one
was natural, one intentionally unnatural (notably: ungrammatical), and one some-
what in between, as shown in the screenshot in Figure (1). Following the training
trials, the ten target trials in each mini study were presented in a randomized order.
Participants were reimbursed $1.50, an average of $27/hr as estimated by Prolific
Academic, the site used to recruit all participants.



3.2 Depiction via vowel lengthening
In the first mini-study, participants (n=52) were presented with a depictive con-
trast in vowel lengthing. The English adjective huge is a (mostly) arbitrary symbol,
with little relation between the form and its meaning beyond perhaps some descrip-
tive/lexical iconicity in the choice of low vowels for large things. It contributes
its meaning by convention. However, vowel lengthening can be applied to the low
vowel to metaphorically convey a larger size using a kind of depictive iconicity,
wherein the length of the vowel depicts in a sense the size of a tree. Participants
were asked to provide naturalness ratings of 10 total sentences. These were based
on five sentence frames, in pairs that varied in whether the adjective involved a
lengthened vowel, for a total of ten sentences, which were all presented on screen
together in randomized (by participant) order. The sentence frames included a posi-
tive episodic sentence, one with a universal quantifier, a negative quantifier, a nega-
tive modal, and one intentionally constructed to be not well formed in the language
(1).

(1) a. The last time I felt so relaxed, I was sitting under a {huuuge, huge}
palm tree in California, enjoying the moment.
(positive episodic)

b. My friend likes the shade so he always sits under a {huuuge, huge}
palm tree next to the boardwalk.
(universal quantifier: always)

c. My friend likes the sunshine so he never sits under a {huuuge, huge}
palm tree next to the boardwalk.
(negative universal quantifier: never)

d. There are small ones indoors, but I can’t find any {huuuge, huge} palm
trees in Mass. I don’t think they exist.
(negative modal: no exists)

e. I love sitting under {huuuge, huge} in California, the shade feels great.
(ungrammatical)

The hypothesis was, first, that depiction would be most natural in a positive
episodic sentence, since the sentence describes a particular event and one could,
in part, metaphorically depict aspects of the huge tree through vowel lengthening.
Depiction was hypothesized to be worst in negative contexts (like the negative uni-
versal quantifier or negative modal) since these involve no entailment that there is an
event or object to depict. Thus, depiction should interact with sentence frame, such
that sentences without depiction may vary (for example, sentences both with and
without depiction are expected to be rated unnatural in the ungrammatical sentence
frame), but depiction will be more unnatural under negation than non-depiction
sentences, which should be natural in all but the ungrammatical sentence frame.

Data were modeled in R as glm with the acceptability (response) as depen-
dent variable and depiction (huge vs. huuuge) and sentence type/environment as
independent variables (Response ∼ Depiction * SentenceType), with the resulting
model plotted using ggplot and shown in Figure 2, and means given in Table 2.
Results upheld the two main hypotheses involving depiction. First, depiction was
rated highest in the case of the positive episodic (“particular”) sentence, in that



Figure 2: Acceptability ratings of vowel lengthening depictions across five linguistic
contexts, based on 52 participants recruited from Prolific Academic platform

Sentence type Huge Huuuge
Particular 86.36 80.8
Always 62.6 58.98
No Exist 75.8 49.64

Never 64.58 38.84
Ungrammatical 7.7 6.26

Table 2: Means for Experiment 1
case not significantly different from the sentence without depiction. In the ungram-
matical sentence frame, both were rated unnatural, and did not differ from each
other. However, depiction diverged from non-depiction sentences in the negative
sentence frames, where sentences without depiction were acceptable in the context
of negation but sentences with depiction were rated significantly less natural. Note
in particular that the positive universal quantifier and negative universal quantifier
have exactly the same sentence structure and level of complexity, yet there was a
significant interaction between negation and depiction (p < 0.01) such that negation
decreased the acceptability ratings of (only) sentences involving depiction.

3.3 Depiction via demonstration
The second mini-study also involves depictive iconicity using written language. In
this experiment, participants were presented with a depictive contrast in quotation
versus an embedded clauses; the first involves depictive iconicity via a demonstra-
tion (showing a particular saying/attitude event) while the other involves telling
about the same kind of event. The structure followed the study in section 3.2: ten
sentences were based on five sentence frames, again involving an episodic particu-
lar, a universal adverbial quantifier (always), a negative adverbial quantifier (never),
a non-quantificational negative sentence, and an ungrammatical sentence. Both the
depictive and non-depictive versions report the speaker’s request, but one does so
via quotation, the other via an embedded clause.



Sentence type Demonstration Embedded question
Yesterday 80.02 95.8
Always 73.51 91.86
Didn’t 43.96 78.86
Never 55.64 85.88

Ungrammatical 11.14 16.62

Table 3: Means for Experiment 2
(2) a. At the cafe yesterday, I {was like “could you open the windows?”

/asked if they could open the windows.}
(positive episodic/yesterday)

b. At the cafe, I {am always like “could you open the windows?” / always
ask if they can open the windows.}
(universal quantifier: always)

c. At the cafe, I {am never like “could you open the windows?” / never
ask if they can open the windows.}
(negative universal quantifier: never)

d. At the cafe, I {didn’t go like “Can you open the windows?” /didn’t ask
if they can open the windows.}
(negative/didn’t)

e. At the cafe, I them ask {like “could you open the windows?” /if they
can open the windows.}
(ungrammatical)

Although the form of depiction was entirely different than the case of vowel
lengthening, the predictions were the same: depictions should be most natural
in positive sentences, especially episodic sentences, and diverge the most from
non-depictive sentences under negation. Both depictive and non-depictive options
should be unnatural in the ungrammatical sentence frame.

The hypotheses were again mostly born out in the results, which were analyzed
in parallel with the previous mini study. The same glm model (here, depiction being
quote vs. embedding) plotted in ggplot is shown in Figure 3. The ungrammatical
sentence frame was rated as highly unnatural both for depiction and non-depiction
versions. Unlike vowel lengthening, there was an overall main effect of depiction,
such that quotation/demonstration versions were generally rated as less natural than
embedded clause versions. However, the key hypothesis, that there would be an
interaction between depiction and negation, was upheld again: depiction diverged
the most from non-depiction in the never and didn’t sentence frames. Focusing
just on the adverbial quantifiers always and never, which have the same sentence
structure (and thus provide the tightest control), we find a significant interaction
between depiction and always vs. never (p < 0.05). Means are provided in Table 3.
Full anonymized data for both studies are available on the project’s OSF website:
https://osf.io/y4v9r/?view_only=6e2216967bb14c93bd0fd6f84553b6c2

Overall, it seems that iconic depiction shows a clear compositional sensitivity
to negation. This has been reported for gestures (Ebert & Ebert 2016), but we show
here that this is less about the modality, and instead about the depiction involved in
these iconic forms. In the next section, we discuss why this might be so.
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Figure 3: Acceptability ratings of quotational depictions across five linguistic con-
texts, based on 50 participants recruited from Prolific Academic

4 Interim conclusions: The role of alternatives
Although depictive iconicity is not typically discussed for written language (it is
much more obvious in the case of depictive gestures or even spoken language vocal
gestures, etc.), it does exist, as in the cases of vowel lengthening and quotation.
Our interim conclusion from these two short quantitative studies is that even in
written language, depictive iconicity is considered especially unnatural in negative
contexts, and can be quite natural in other, positive (especially positive episodic)
contexts.

From a compositional standpoint, we might want to conclude that iconic depic-
tion contributes differently to meaning in different semantic environments. Why
might this be? One hypothesis about iconic content is that it requires existence.
Kuhn (2020) argues that existence requirements on iconic content underly patterns
in anaphora in sign languages. The difference between positive and negative ver-
sions of sentences in this task provide further support for this idea. In addition, we
hypothesize that there may be a pragmatic component, since negation involves fo-
cus alternatives: depiction might be especially incompatible with the construction
of pragmatic alternatives. Alternative semantics is type of semantic composition
used to model sentence meaning in many different domains including questions,
disjunction, negation, and focus. Consider, for example, that the formal semantic
denotation of a question like Did Alex eat the pasta? is typically modeled as the
set of possible answers to that question, e.g. {Alex ate the pasta, Alex didn’t eat
the pasta}. The pragmatic/semantic contribution of focus is also modeled via al-
ternatives: the focus semantic value of Alex ate the PASTA (with focus on pasta) is
typically modeled as activating a set of alternatives, e.g. {Alex ate the pasta, Alex
ate the bread, Alex ate the rice, ...}. Focus sensitive operators like only or negation
interact with these alternatives, so that Alex only ate the PASTA negates everything
in the set of alternatives that isn’t pasta (or isn’t entailed by eating pasta), and nega-
tion with focus as in Alex didn’t eat the PASTA seems to do the opposite, negating
the alternative involving pasta and suggesting that one of the other alternatives must
be true. Although merely a sketch of the way that alternative semantics is used in



compositional semantics, this should give a sense that many functional pieces of the
grammar, like disjunction, questions, and negation, rely on composition with these
kind of semantic/pragmatic alternatives (Rooth 2016).

Why might depiction be incompatible with alternatives? Lupyan & Winter
(2018) note that symbols generalize over details in a way that more (depictively)
iconic language does not. For example, a picture of a guitar necessarily shows what
kind of guitar something is: it has to commit to whether it is an electric or acoustic

guitar. In contrast, a symbol like the English word guitar or the ASL sign
‘guitar’ has potential to generalize over that level of detail. Such is the nature of a
symbol, versus a depiction. This makes symbols ideal for creating alternatives: we
can imagine the alternatives for Alex didn’t play the GUITAR to be other kinds of
instruments, e.g. {Alex played the piano, Alex played the french horn, Alex played
the guitar, ...}. The key idea behind why depictions are incompatible with negation,
questions, and other places we see alternatives is that iconic depictions are generally
too specific to create convenient partitions for alternatives.

Depiction being generally incompatible with building pragmatic alternatives is
consistent with quite a lot of otherwise puzzling existing data in the literature. One
place we see supporting data is in the study of co-speech gestures: Ebert & Ebert
(2016) focus on the way that depictive gestures seem to be unable to be targeted by
negation. They attribute this to the gestural content being essentially a supplement,
“not at issue”, similar to a non-restrictive relative clause. Schlenker (2021) agrees
with the not-at-issue status of gestures, and takes them to be a type of presupposition
(“co-supposition”). Esipova (2019) also takes gesture to frequently be not-at-issue.
Thus, there is a robust discusison of the difficulty of gesture to occur in the scope
of negation. There are, however, two important distinctions between that work and
this work that set it apart. First, that line of work generally makes the assumption
that gestures are natural/acceptable in the contexts of negation, and investigates
their meaning given that assumption. As we have seen, however, depictions can
be rated quite unnatural in negative contexts, so we should first be verifying that
they are well-formed before investigating what they mean. Second, previous work
typically does not separate depictive gestures from more descriptive/lexically iconic
gestures, since the gestural modality is taken to be the relevant feature, instead of
the semiotic distinction (depiction vs. description). Given that the previous two
sections showed lowered naturalness ratings for iconic depictions even in written
language, we certainly want to keep in mind the possible variations in naturalness.
Second, it seems that depiction matters, not necessarily modality, given that both of
these studies were in written language, not visual/manual gesture.

Another kind of data that supports the incompatiblity of depictions and prag-
matic alternatives comes from the analysis of visual pictures. Esipova (2021) clev-
erly analyses the compositional interaction between pictures and negative modals
by investigating a small corpus of prohibition signs. These generally involve a sym-
bol for negation (e.g. a slash through a picture) and a depicted activity. Although
the intended interpretation is typically clear from context, Esipova (2021) notes that
a picture with such a prohibition typically has several potential interpretations, and
concludes that pictures are information structurally ambiguous. What we might



Figure 4: Proportion choosing the contrastive pair response, based on 79 participants
(no exlusions) recruited from Amazon MT platform

add to this observation is that whatever negation does target, that aspect of the pic-
ture ends up having to be interpreted as a symbol that generalizes over particulars
(e.g. particular kind of activities). It’s unclear why this would be, except if de-
pictions are incompatible with building pragmatic alternatives, and so any visual
representation (e.g. a picture) that would naturally be interpreted as a depiction
must be re-interpreted as a symbol in order to be targeted by negation, with this
re-interpretation open to ambiguities.

Finally, we see evidence in prior literature for incompatibility between depic-
tion and alternatives by studying contrastive inferences involving gesture. A well
known fact at the intersection of psycholinguistics and semantics is that the use of
additional modifications like asking someone to pick up the tall glass, versus just
asking them to pick up the glass, leads to contrastive inferences that the modifier is
necessary, i.e. there are multiple glasses, of which one is tall (Sedivy 2007). This
is typically shown through real time processing measures like eye-tracking, where
participants who hear Point to the tall... will show more eye movements toward a
medium sized glass than to an even taller pitcher if there is only one pitcher but two
glasses, one medium sized and one small. In other words, the use of the modifier
tall cues the listener to guess that whatever noun follows must not be unique (glass)
since if there was only one item (e.g. pitcher) then the adjective tall wouldn’t be
necessary.

Alsop et al. (2018) tested contrastive inferences using a simple off-line forced
choice behavioral paradigm, and showed that for spoken modifiers, participants
showed robust contrastive inferences. In other words, they regularly assumed that
the use of an adjective like short indicated that the intended referent was one of a
pair of items (e.g. a short and tall glass) instead of a unique item in a pair (e.g. a
short glass and a watering can, see Figure 4). Intruigingly, they did not find the
same effect for depictive co-speech gestures: use of a modifying gesture had a
small effect in the absence of any other modifier, yet overall led to no contrastive
inferences (i.e. there was no preference for the unique item, and participants were
ignoring the gesture for contrastive reasoning).

Why might the depictive gestures not lead to contrastive inferences when the
same information (e.g. short) in the spoken language did? Here again we might



attribute this to composition in alternative semantics: the gestural depiction may
tell about the particular glass but it will not be taken into account in the composition
of semantic alternatives.

In general, it seems that depictive co-speech gestures in English provide quite
good evidence for a lack of depiction in the composition of alternatives. It is con-
sistent with the data from the previous section that focused on written English, and
from the study of visual representatins/pictures. What about other languages? The
next section, Section 5, describes qualitative judgements on the naturalness of nega-
tion and depictions in spoken Japanese, American Sign Language, and English that
seem to provide further cross-linguistic evidence, before Section 6 concludes.

5 Cross-linguistic and cross-modality comparison
As Dingemanse (2019) notes, depiction is perhaps easier to identify in other lan-
guages with rich arrays of depictive language. One class of languages known for
rich depictive vocabulary are spoken languages with rich sets of ideophones, such
as Japanese. Another class of languages known for rich depictive vocabulary are
sign languages, such as American Sign Language. We will investigate each in turn
here, before turning to an iconic corner of the English language.

5.1 Japanese ideophones
An especially rich discussion of the semantic contribution of Japanese ideophones,
relevant to the question of negation and depiction, comes from Kita (1997). Since
we will not have space to cover the details here, the reader is referred to the paper
for details between different classes of ideophones, for example, that seem to vary
with their syntactic category and amount of depiction. What we focus on here are
a category of ideophones which are used in spoken language to support depictions.
They are somewhat sound-symbolic in that the form bear a relation to their mean-
ing: in this sense they involve lexical/descriptive iconicity. However, they can also
be used depictively: Kita (1997) shows that these ideophones are far more likely to
accompany depictive co-speech gestures than non-ideophones, and they are espe-
cially natural when used to both tell and show how something feels, moves, sounds,
etc.

An especially relevant observation for our discussion here is that Kita (1997)
shows that ideophones are resistant to use under negation. He contrasts the well
formed positive sentence involving an ideophone (3) with a negative version of the
same sentence (4) which is no longer acceptable. He further shows that a differ-
ent (non-iconic, non-ideophone) modifier like sizukani ‘quietly’ is perfectly well
formed under negation (5), illustrating that this is an incompatibility specifically
between negation and ideophones.

(3) Depiction, no negation
tama
ball

ga
NOM

gorogoro
Mimetic

to korogat-ta
roll-Past

no
Nominalizer

o
ACC

mi-ta
see-Past

‘(One) saw a ball rolled gorogoro.’
(gorogoro = movement of a heavy round object with continuous rotation)



(4) Depiction, with negation (not acceptable)

*tama
ball

ga
NOM

gorogoro
Mimetic

to korogat-ta
roll-Past

no
Nominalizer

de
COP

wa
Focus

na-i
Neg Pres

‘It was not the case that a ball rolled gorogoro.’
(5) Descriptive modifier, with negation

tama
ball

ga
NOM

sizukani
quietly

korogat-ta
roll-Past

no
Nominalizer

de
COP

wa
Focus

na-i
Neg Pres

‘It was not the case that a ball rolled quietly.’

How might we view the Japanese pattern in light of the hypothesis that depic-
tive material is incompatible with pragmatic alternatives? The idea is that a non-
ideophone such as sizukani ‘quietly’ is an abstract symbol that generalizes over all
kinds of ways that balls can roll quietly, and as such contrasts with other abstract
symbols for manners of rolling, such as ‘loudly’, etc. In contrast, the ideophone
gorogoro is used precisely in contexts in which the speaker wants to not only de-
scribe but also depict for their interlocutor some aspect of the ball rolling, so the
speaker can’t help but depict while saying the ideophone, and as such is incompat-
ible with building alternatives.

Note that this analysis assumes that a (symbolic) ideophone will generally be
used in cases when one wants to (also) depict, and thus the incompatibility in the
Japanese case is somewhat roundabout/indirect. In other words, there isn’t strictly
a prohibition on using the ideophone in a strictly symbolic/lexical sense, only when
it is used to help depict; it just happens that ideophones are best used for purposes
of depiction. This might actually turn out to be a strength of the analysis, as we
will see when we extend the discussion to English onomatopeia in the final section.
First, though, we turn to a case of more obligatory depiction: classifiers in American
Sign Language.

5.2 ASL depictive classifiers
Sign languages around the world make use of a class of signs that involve conven-
tionalized handshapes used to depict; in the formal linguistics literature the sym-
bolic nature of these handshapes is emphasized and they are often referred to as
classifier predicates (Zwitserlood 2012), since handshapes are chosen based on cat-
egories similar to the verbal classifier literature, e.g. humans, animals, vehicles,
flat objects, etc. In cognitive linguistics literature, another key aspect of these signs
is highlighted: the fact that their locations and movements are depictive, and thus
they are known as depicting signs/depicting verbs (Dudis 2004). Like Japanese
ideophones, they involve a symbolic base (the basic ideophone form in Japanese,
the classifier handshape in ASL), which is most natural used to depict. In the case of
ASL, the depiction is arguably even more necessary than in Japanese, as the entire
purpose of this class of expressions is to depict objects, shapes, events, etc.

Given the fundamentally depictive nature of depictive classifier predicates (to
use an especially broad terminology), and our working hypothesis in this paper
that depictions are incompatible with building alternatives, we might expect to see



a similar pattern to the Japanese ideophone for ASL classifiers. And indeed, the
pattern is surprisingly similar, despite the different language and language modality.

In (6), the depicting sign is used as a
predicate to depict the way that the main character pulled a book off the shelf.
This sign uses the “c” handshape, conventionalized for handling objects of the size
and shape of a large book. The movement shows/depicts/demonstrates the way that
the book was pulled off the shelf. In this positive sentence, the depictive classifier
is considered natural/acceptable by signers of ASL. However, the same sign in (7)
‘pull down the book’ is no longer acceptable under the scope of negation; instead, to
express the idea that it was not difficult (i.e. to target the pulling-down manner with
negation), an entirely symbolic sign HARD has to be used, as in (8); to maintain a
depicting classifier it has to be used outside the scope of negation (as in DC_c(hold
book)), and cannot show what did not happen, but only depict what did happen.

(6) Depiction, no negation

‘Of all the books in a row, it was difficult to pull one down’
(7) Depiction, with negation (not acceptable)

*BOOK DSc(books lined up), NOT DS_c(pull down w/difficulty)
‘Of all the books in a row, it wasn’t difficult to pull one down’

(8) Descriptive modifier, with negation



‘Of all the books in a row, it wasn’t difficult to pull one down’

Our very preliminary finding for the interaction of depiction and negation in
ASL, then, involving classifiers, is quite similar to what we find in Japanese involv-
ing ideophones. This is not to say that this exhausts depiction in either language,
of course! Much research in sign linguistics focuses on the ways that depiction in-
teracts with other aspects of the language; see especially relevant work by Ferrara
& Hodge (2018) and Hodge & Ferrara (2022), who provide a detailed discussion
of different semiotic aspects of language, with an especially informed view of sign
languages, that are consistent with and an inspiration for the one I am adopting here.

What I hope to emphasize as new is the way that we can test for and probe
these different classes by means of the way that they interact with other parts of the
grammar. For example, depictions in ASL seem to be resistant to contexts that in-
volve negation, and also, it seems, less natural in questions. This might be precisely
why we also need descriptions/symbolic language: because communication is not
all about showing what happened but also about asking questions, answering in the
negative, etc.

5.3 English onomatopeia
In this section so far we have shown that robust depictive language, such as Japanese
ideophones or ASL depictive classifiers, are notably less acceptable in the context
of negation than in positive episodic contexts, and less acceptable than symbolic
language in negative contexts. It’s worth noting before we leave this section that
the same observations can be many in any corner of a language where we contrast
depictive iconicity with symbolic/descriptive iconicity. Consider the case of En-
glish onomatopeia: in (9), a descriptively iconic symbol like the word chirp can
quite easily support a further depiction, as in chirrrp-chirrping[expressed in a sing-
songy manner]. This is similar to the case of the Japanese ideophone being used
to depict, or the ASL classifier handshape being used in a depiction. In the case of
English onomatopeia, we also see that the sentence is much less natural/acceptable
under negation (10, whereas a similar example with a non-depictive modifier under
negation is fine (11). Note, moreover, that we find the same contexts with a polar
question (12)-(13).



(9) Depiction, no negation
The bird was chirrrp-chirrping[expressed in a sing-songy manner] on her
perch.

(10) Depiction, with negation (not acceptable)
*The bird wasn’t chirrrp-chirrping[expressed in a sing-songy manner] on
her perch.

(11) Descriptive modifier, with negation
The bird wasn’t chirping loudly on her perch.

(12) Depiction, in question (not acceptable)
*Was the bird chirrrp-chirrping[expressed in a sing-songy manner] on her
perch?

(13) Descriptive modifier, in question
Was the bird chirping loudly on her perch?

Thus we see again that the incompatibility of negatoin and depiction isn’t about
iconicity in a broad sense (chirp is often considered iconic, from the perspective of
non-arbitariness in the lexicon), or of gestures, but rather it is a property of iconic
depiction in a narrow sense, including in spoken/written language. The extension of
this data to questions further supports the hypothesis in Section 4 that this is about
alternatives, and not, say, only about negation.

6 Discussion
We began with the question of how iconicity in language relates to compositional
semantics: how does the fact that a form is iconic affect the result of its composition
with another form? Does this depend on what kind of composition is involved, or
what other forms it combines with? We first proposed to distinguish iconicity in the
lexicon from depictive iconicity, which we argued are too frequently conflated in
literature on this topic. We then narrowed our question to how depictive iconicity
composes with other aspects of the language, and presented a serious of short quan-
titative studies that showed that depictions in written English are rated by English
speaking participants as less acceptable in contexts involving negation.

The unacceptability of depiction in the context of negation was proposed to be
due to the inability of depictions to build alternatives. This was further supported
by existing data in co-speech gesture and picture semantics that find depictions
behaving unlike symbolic language under negation and other alternative-invoking
environments, such as contrastive inferences. Finally, we showed that these obser-
vations have cross-linguistic validity in rich forms of depiction in other languages
such as ideophones in spoken Japanese and depictive classifiers in ASL, as well as
onomatopeia in spoken English.

There are three main takeaways from this short paper. First, the semiotic ap-
proach championed by many outside of formal semantics, such as Clark (2016),
Kita (1997), Dingemanse et al. (2015), and Ferrara & Hodge (2018) seems to pro-
vide an important insight for formal compositional semantics, since we find this
resistance to negation not necessarily in iconicity originating in the lexicon, but
rather in depictively iconic language. In addition, we see possible positive influence



in the other direction: alternative semantic frameworks have been extremely pro-
ductive in modeling semantic composition in areas as varied as focus (Rooth 1992),
questions (Hamblin 1976), disjunction (Alonso-Ovalle 2006), negation (Ramchand
1997), and broadly the organization of our entire discourse (Roberts 2012). When
we look beyond positive episodic sentences that describe a particular event (as is
commonly done in storytelling and narratives, and language elicited from picture
prompts, etc.), we find that much of conversational language involves reasoning
over pragmatic alternatives. Here we find different functions for different semiotic
categories: depictions are excellent for showing the small details of particulars, but
description is necessary for making generalizations of the sort involved in building
alternatives for questions and their (focused) answers.

The final takeaway more narrowly concerns the formal semantic analysis of
iconic content like co-speech gestures, classifier predicates, and ideophones. The
gesture literature has frequently note that gestures are largely incompatible with
negation. Here, we extend this observation much more broadly to depictive con-
tent, irrespective of modality. Sometimes “gesture” is used to encompass every-
thing here that we are calling iconic depictions (Goldin-Meadow & Brentari 2017),
and so under that interpretation indeed, gestures seem to be unable to be targeted
by negation. But we argue that this is due to their nature as depictive, not their
modality. This connects with quite a lot of other literature on the not-at-issueness
of gestural/depictive content more broadly, hopefully combining a large class of
literature not by their language modality, but rather their semotic status.

The ideas discussed here naturally extent to depictive content wherever it might
be found. This paper covered written quotations, lengthened vowels (in writing),
ideophones and onomatopeia in spoken and written language, and sign language
depictive classifiers. There are as many ways to depict as there are to describe, and
many of them appear together with symbolic language, so hopefully this will spur
more work on the interaction of the formal semantics of functional/compositional
language and iconic depictions.
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